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The speckle in ultrasound images has long been thought to contain information related to the tissue
microstructure. Many different investigators have analyzed the frequency characteristics of the
backscattered signals to estimate the scatterer acoustic concentration and size. Previous work has
been mostly restricted to unfocused or weakly focused ultrasound sources, thus limiting its
implementation with diagnostically relevant fields. Herein, we derive equations capable of
estimating the size of a scatterer for any reasonably focused source provided that the velocity
potential field in the focal region can be approximated as a three-dimensional Gaussian beam,
scatterers are a sufficient distance from the source, and the field is approximately constant across the
scatterer. The calculations show that, when estimating the scatterer size, correcting for focusing
requires a generalized attenuation-compensation function that includes both attenuation and
focusing along the beam axis. The Gaussian approximation is validated by comparing the ideal
velocity potential field for three spherically focused sources withf-numbers of 1, 2, and 4 to the
Gaussian approximation for frequencies from 2 to 14 MHz. The theoretical derivations are evaluated
by simulating the backscatter by using spherically focused sources~f-numbers of 1, 2, and 4!
adjacent to attenuating media~0.05 to 1 dB/cm/MHz! that contain scatterers with Gaussian
impedance distributions. The generalized attenuation-compensation function yielded results
accurate to 7.2% while the traditional attenuation-compensation functions that neglected focusing
had errors as high as 103%. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1757452#

PACS numbers: 43.80.Qf, 43.80.Vj@FD# Pages: 578–593
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a aperture radius for a spherically focuse
source.

Acomp generalized attenuation-compensation fun
tion including focusing effects along th
beam axis.

aeff effective radius of scatterer.
aeffj

estimated effective radius of scatterer fou

from one set~i.e., 25 averaged rf echoes! of
simulated backscatter waveforms.

āeff mean value of estimated effective radi
from all sets of simulated backscatter wav
forms ~i.e., āeff5(;jaeffj

/(;j j).

AOO Oelze–O’Brien attenuation-compensatio
function.

AOM O’Donnell–Miller attenuation-compensatio
function.

APC point attenuation-compensation function.
Bg correlation function related to field and sca

terers.
c small-signal sound speed of background m

dium.
F focal length for a spherically focused sourc
f frequency.

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
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f# f-number for a spherically focused sourc
~i.e., f #5F/2a).

g(rWd ,rW8) Green’s function for the background mediu
containing the scatterers valid from the d
tector to the scattering region.

Go ,Go– trans geometric gain value on receive/transmit f

velocity potential field at focus whenWsource

is approximated by a Gaussian~units of m!.
GT dimensionless aperture gain function that a

counts for the focusing of the ultrasoun
source.

gwin windowing function used to gate the signa
H dimensionless filtering characteristics for th

ultrasound source.
k wave number in the scattering region,V8

~i.e., k52p/l).

k̃ complex wave number of the backgroun

about the scatterers~i.e., k̃5k1 ia).
ko wave number in water.
KuV conversion constant relating voltage to pa

ticle velocity for ultrasound source~units of
m/s V21!.

L total width of rectangular windowing func
tion.

n̄ average scatterer number density.
pinc pressure field incident on the scatterers.
ps scattered pressure field.
ptot total pressure field~i.e., ptot5ps1pinc).
il:
116(1)/578/16/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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rW,rW8,rW9 spatial locations in spherical coordinates.
DrW,sW change of spatial variables@i.e., DrW5rW82rW9

andsW5(rW81rW9)/2].
rW f locations on rigid reference plane in spheric

coordinates.
r max upper limit of integration when comparin

Gaussian approximation to real source@i.e.,
r max512.5•0.51l( f #)].

rWT ,rWd locations on aperture plane of transmitte
detector in spherical coordinates.

r r coordinate distance away from beam ax
~i.e., r r5Ax21y2).

Rgg autocorrelation function for the scatterer~i.e.,
Rgg(DrW)5E@g(sW1DrW/2)g(sW2DrW/2)#).

Rgg power spectral density function for the sca
terer.

Sf rigid plane near focal plane used to acqu
reference waveform.

ST aperture area of ultrasound transmitter.
Twin total width of rectangular windowing func

tion applied to time-domain waveform~i.e.,
Twin52L/c).

uz particle velocity perpendicular to apertu
plane of ultrasound transmitter/detector.

V8 volume containing scatterers contributing
the scattered signal.

Vinc voltage applied to the ultrasound source d
ing transmit.

Vplane voltage from ultrasound source due to t
backscatter from rigid plane near focus.

Vre f l voltage from ultrasound source due to t
backscatter from scatterers.

Vs average scatterer volume.
Wsource geometric falloff of field intensity in focal

region ~units of m2!.
wx ,wy ,wz equivalent Gaussian dimensions on rece

of velocity potential field in focal region.
wx– trans ,wy– trans ,

wz– trans equivalent Gaussian dimensions on trans

of velocity potential field in focal region.
zf distance of rigid plane used to acquire refe

ence waveform to the focal plane.
zo the shift of the focus away from the theore

ical location at a particular frequency.
zT ,zd distance of aperture plane of the ultrasou

transmitter/detector to the focal plane.
ztrans distance from transmit focus to receive focu
a attenuation in the scattering region,V8.
aeff effective attenuation for all tissue betwee

focal plane and aperture plane~i.e., total at-
tenuation along beam axis5aeffzT).

g combined perturbation of density and com
pressibility @i.e., g(rW)5gk(rW)2gr(rW)].

go mean squared variation in acoustic impe
ance per scatterer.

gk local perturbation in the compressibility du
to the scatterers@i.e., gk(rW)5@ks(rW)2k#/k].

gr local perturbation in the density due to th
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scatterers@i.e., gr(rW)5rs(rW)2r/rs(rW)].
k compressibility of background medium su

rounding scatterers.
ks compressibility of scatterers.
f real velocity potential field for real source~i.e.,

not approximate three-dimensional Gauss
distribution!.

l wavelength.
lo the wavelength corresponding to the spect

peak from the reference spectrum~i.e.,
Vplane) used to calculate the depth of focu
for the transducer.

r density of background medium surroundin
scatterers.

ro density of water.
rs density of scatterers.
s lower percent deviation in values of scatterer si

for sizes smaller than the mean size~i.e.,
aeffj

,āeff).
supper percent deviation in values of scatterer si

for sizes larger than the mean size~i.e., aeffj
.āeff).

v radian frequency.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the distinguishing features of backscatte
waveforms returned from biological tissue is the scatter
observed within homogeneous tissues between the ti
boundaries. These signals have long been thought to con
information related to the tissue microstructure.1–6 In order
to extract microstructure information, models have been
veloped to elucidate scattering details. By fitting the me
sured backscattered data to the model, structural charact
tics of the tissue, such as mean scatterer size and aco
concentration~acoustical impedance of the scatterer mu
plied by the number of density scatterers in the region!, can
be estimated.4–7 Determining either of these quantities acc
rately and precisely is hypothesized to improve the diagn
tic potential of medical ultrasound by allowing for quantit
tive measurements to be made of the underlying scatte
structure of the tissue that could then be correlated with
mor morphology.7

Most of the previous models have assumed plane wa
incident on the scattering region~i.e., inside focal zone of
weakly focused source! while only considering diffraction
effects in the transverse plane.3–5 Diffraction effects along
the beam axis have been neglected. Other authors includ
complete Green’s function description of the source wh
determining the scattered field.8–12 In their calculations, they
assumed that the excitation across the entire surface o
source was known or could be accurately determined. T
also assumed that the scatterers were a sufficient dist
from the source, and the field was approximately const
across the scatterer. Unfortunately, the resulting equat
were cumbersome, requiring a precise knowledge of
source’s excitation in order to solve for the required field
As a result, it is difficult to use their results when experime
tally calibrating a focused source for the purpose of estim
579. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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ing scatterer size. Furthermore, their analysis still does
provide analytical insight into the effects of beam diffractio
Recently, Geriget al.13 proposed using a reference phanto
to obtain a reference spectrum that could potentially acco
for focusing. However, the ability of the reference phanto
technique to correct for focusing has not been fully eva
ated, and the reference phantom technique still does not
vide any analytical insight.

Due to these limitations most investigators only u
large f-number transducers in their backscatter analy
where diffraction effects along the beam axis can be
glected over the size of the region of interest~i.e., time-gated
region!. Reducing the length of the time gate to allow f
smallerf-number transducers is not feasible because both
accuracy and precision of the scatterer size estimates deg
when the window length is too small. This is potentia
restrictive in diagnostic imaging systems where sma
f-numbers may be desirable to improve the spatial resolu
of the parametric image. Hence, the purpose of our wor
to allow for the use of focused sources when quantifying
backscattered ultrasound waveforms regardless of the siz
the gated region.

In this paper, we re-derive the expected backscatte
signal from a region of randomly positioned identical sc
terers without the plane wave approximation. Instead,
assume that the velocity potential field near the focus can
accurately modeled as a three-dimensional Gaussian b
while continuing to assume that the scatterers are a suffic
distance from the source, and the field is approximately c
stant across the scatterer. Then, the validity of the Gaus
approximation of the field is assessed by comparing the
proximation to calculations of the velocity potential fie
from ideal spherically focused sources. Based on our th
retical approximations, we then generate computer sim
tions to aid in the understanding of the impact of diffracti
along the beam axis. Specifically, the computer simulati
quantify the effect of varying tissue attenuation as well
assess the accuracy and precision of the scatterer size
mator for a focused source. Simulations are also perform
to validate the three-dimensional Gaussian beam approx
tion for spherically focused sources. Finally, we discu
some of the implications of our results.

II. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS

In this section of the paper, we re-derive the expec
backscattered voltage spectrum from a region of rando
positioned uniform scatterers~i.e., same size and shape! and
from a rigid plane~a reference! upon being exposed to
focused ultrasound field assuming linear acoustics. The
of our analysis is to provide insight into the effects of focu
ing along the beam axis as well as provide useful equat
that are easily implemented by future investigators. The
ordinate system for our derivations has the origin at the fo
580 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelo
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of the ultrasound field with the beam axis lying along thez
axis and the source positioned atzT.0 ~Fig. 1!. Although
the initial equations can be found in the previously publish
literature, we have elected to include them in this work b
cause the notation used to denote the variables varies
tween publications.4,8,14 In addition, it is critical to the un-
derstanding of the derived equations that all of t
assumptions made during the derivation be clearly kno
Otherwise, the derived equations may not be appropria
applied in the future.

A. Derivation of backscattered voltage from
scatterers

From a Green’s function analysis, it can be shown t
the scattered field from the particles at some detector lo
tion should be given by14

ps~rWd!5E E E
V8

$k̃2gk~rW8!ptot~rW8!g~rWd ,rW8!

1gr~rW8!¹8ptot~rW8!•¹8g~rWd ,rW8!% drW8. ~1!

If we assume that the fluctuations ink and r are small
throughout the background region, theng(rWd ,rW8) is approxi-
mated by the homogeneous Green’s function given by

g~rWd ,rW8!>
1

4p

ei k̃urWd2rW8u

urWd2rW8u
. ~2!

To simplify Eq.~1!, we assume that the scatterers sati
the Born approximation,3,4 so thatptot can be replaced by
only the incident field on the scatterers given by14

pinc~rW8!522ivrE E
ST

uz~rWT!g~rW8,rWT! drWT . ~3!

Substituting Eqs.~2! and ~3! into Eq. ~1! then yields

FIG. 1. Coordinate system for theoretical derivations.
ps~rWd!522ivrE E
ST

drWTE E E
V8

H k̃2gk~rW8!uz~rWT!g~rW8,rWT!g~rWd ,rW8!

1gr~rW8!uz~rWT!¹8g~rW8,rWT!•¹8g~rWd ,rW8!J drW8. ~4!
w and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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Equation~4! can be further simplified assuming that th
dimensions of the scattering region are small compared t
distance from the source and detector. This can be expre
mathematically as14

urWT2rW8u>r T2
rWT

r T
•rW8,

~5!

urWd2rW8u>r d2
rWd

r d
•rW8.

The validity of this approximation increases with decreas
window length used to gate the signal in the time dom
~i.e., artificial decrease in the size of the scattering regio!,
with increasing focusing~i.e., decreasingf-number!, and
with increasing focal length. If we also assume that
source and detector are in approximately the same direc
~i.e., different elements on the same source so that a
dependence of the backscatter can be neglected!, then

S rWd•rWT

r dr T
D'1. ~6!

Similar approximations to those given in Eqs.~5! and ~6!
were also made by Madsenet al.8 Using these approxima
tions and solving for the gradient of the Green’s functi
results in the scattered pressure field being approxima
given by

ps~rWd!5~22ivr!S k̃

4p
D 2

ei k̃r d

r d
E E

ST

drWT

3S uz~rWT!
ei k̃r T

r T
E E E

V8

drW8g~rW8!

3e2 i k̃rW8•~rWd /r drWT /r T!D . ~7!

Now that we know the scattered field within the boun
of our assumptions at some detector location, we nee
translate it into the voltage output by the transducer. Hen
we assume that the voltage across the transducer is dir
related to the normal particle velocity at the aperture pla
according to the relations
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelow and W
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uz~rWT ,v!5KuV~v!Vinc~v!GT~rWT ,v!H~v!,
~8!

Vre f l~v!5
H~v!

STKuV~v!
E E

ST

drWduz~rWd ,v!GT~rWd ,v!.

The focusing ability of the source~i.e., concavity of the ap-
erture! is captured by the spatially varying complex ga
term, GT(rWT ,v), defined at the aperture plane. Combini
Eqs. ~7! and ~8!, while assuming thatzd>r d for amplitude
terms, yields

Vre f l~v!5
H~v!

ivrSTKuV~v!
E E

ST

drWdGT~rWd ,v!
]ps~rWd!

]zd

>
Vinc~v!H2~v!~22i k̃ !~ k̃/4p!2

ST

3E E E
V8

drW8@g~rW8!Wsource~ k̃,rW8!#, ~9!

where

Wsource~ k̃,rW8!5S E E
ST

drWTGT~rWT ,v!
ei k̃r T2 i k̃rW8•rWT /r T

r T D 2

.

~10!

Equations~9! and~10! are valid for any source provided tha
the scattering region is a reasonable distance from the so
@i.e., Eqs.~5! and~6! valid#. We can simplify our analysis by
assuming that the ultrasound source produces a velocity
tential field with a three-dimensional Gaussian distributio
As a result, Eq.~10! can be rewritten as

Wsource~ k̃,rW8!>~Goe2~~x8/wx~l!!21~y8/wy~l!!21~z8/wz~l!!2!!2

3ei2k̃~zT2z8!. ~11!

Now that the scattered field at the detector location
been found given a known arrangement of scatterers,g(rW8),
the analysis needs to be extended for multiple randomly
ented scatterers. Consider the second moment of the rece
voltage given by
E@Vre f l~v!Vre f l* ~v!#54U k̃

ST
U2U k̃

4p
U4

uH~v!u4uVinc~v!u2E E E
V8

drW8S E E E
V8

drW9S Wsource~ k̃,rW8!Wsource* ~ k̃,rW9!

E@g~rW8!g~rW9!#
D D

54Go
4U k̃

ST
U2U k̃

4p
U4

uH~v!u4uVinc~v!u2e24aeffzTE E E
V8

drW8

3S E E E
V8

drW9S e22~~~x821x92!/wx
2
!1~~y821y92!/wy

2
!1~~z821z92!/wz

2
!!

E@g~rW8!g~rW9!#e22ik~z82z9!12a~z81z9! D D , ~12!
581. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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where ‘‘* ’’ is the complex conjugate and E@;# denotes ex-
pected value.15 If we then perform the change of variable
letting DrW5rW82rW9 andsW5(rW81rW9)/2 as was done by Insan
et al.,4 Eq. ~12! becomes

E@ uVre f l~v!u2#54Go
4U k̃

ST
U2U k̃

4p
U4

uH~v!u4uVinc~v!u2

3e24aeffzTE E E
V8

dDrW

3~e2~~Dr x
2/wx

2
!1~Dr y

2/wy
2
!1~Dr z

2/wz
2
!!

3e22ikDr zBg~DrW !!, ~13!

where
g
a-

o
do

ad

Eq

582 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelo
Bg~DrW !5E E E
V8

dsWS EFgS sW1
DrW

2 DgS sW2
DrW

2 D G
3e24~~sx

2/wx
2
!1~sy

2/wy
2
!1~sz

2/wz
2
!!e4aszD . ~14!

Equation~14! can be further simplified by making som
reasonable assumptions about the scatterers. Ifg is weakly
stationary within the scattering volume, then the autocor
lation functionE@g(sW1DrW/2)g(sW2DrW/2)# depends only on
the separation between the points being correlated,DrW, and
is negligible for DrW larger than the size of the scatterers4

Furthermore, because the scatterers are typically m
smaller than the focal dimensions, we can make the appr
mation that the amplitude of the field is constant across e

individual scatterer, or e2((Dr x
2/wx

2)1(Dr y
2/wy

2)1(Dr z
2/wz

2))'1, an
approximation also made by Madsenet al.8 This approxima-
tion restricts our theory to subresolution scatterers. Lastly
we assume that the beam width in the focal plane~i.e., wx

and wy) is much smaller than the width of the scatterin
region so that the integration in the focal plane can be
tended to infinity, then Eq.~13! becomes
E@ uVre f l~v!u2#54Go
4U k̃

ST
U2U k̃

4p
U4

uH~v!u4uVinc~v!u2e24aeffzTS E E E
V8

dDrW~e22ikDr zRgg~DrW !!

E E E
V8

dsW~e24~~sx
2/wx

2
!1~sy

2/wy
2
!1~sz

2/wz
2
!!e4asz!D

54Go
4U k̃

ST
U2U k̃

4p
U4

uH~v!u4uVinc~v!u2e24aeffzTRgg~2kẑ!S wxwyp

4 D S E
V8

dsze
24~sz

2/wz
2
!e4aszD , ~15!
f

ion,

n

where, for Gaussian spheres and spherical shells,Rgg is
given by4

Rgg~2kẑ!5H n̄Vs
2go

2Fsin~2kaeff!

2kaeff
G2

~Shell!,

n̄Vs
2go

2e20.827k2aeff
2

~Gaussian!.

~16!

At this point, we can consider the effects of windowin
in the time domain. Windowing, to a first-order approxim
tion, causes a blurring~i.e., convolution! of the spectrum in
the frequency domain and eliminates the contribution
scatterers a distance from the focus greater than the win
length along the beam axis~i.e., thesz integration!. The im-
pact of the convolution on the estimate of scatterer size
only significant at small window lengths as has been
dressed by previous authors.16 As a result, we will only con-
sider the elimination of scatterers by the window. Hence,
~15! becomes
f
w

is
-

.

E@ uVre f l~v!u2#5
4Go

4uk̃u6uH~v!u4uVinc~v!u2

~4p!4ST
2Acomp~v!

S wxwyp

4 D
3Rgg~2kẑ!, ~17!

where

Acomp~v!5
e4aeffzT

~*2L/2
L/2 dsz gwin~sz!e

24~sz
2/wz

2
!e4asz!

. ~18!

Equations~17! and ~18! are applicable for any type o
windowing function, gwin , and Eq. ~18! is a generalized
attenuation-compensation function that includes attenuat
windowing, and focusing. If, for example, we letwz→`
~i.e., remove focusing along the beam axis! and use a rect-
angular windowing function, then Eq.~18! becomes

AOM~v!5
4ae4aeffzT

e4aL/22e24aL/2 , ~19!

which is the O’Donnell–Miller attenuation-compensatio
w and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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function.17 Hence, the O’Donnell–Miller attenuation
compensation function neglects the natural falloff of t
field, increasing the evaluation of the integral in Eq.~18! and
subsequently undercompensating for the attenuation. A
result, O’Donnell–Miller compensation should result in
overestimate of the scatterer size because the values at h
frequencies are smaller than they should be due to the
compensated attenuation. Likewise, if we neglect all fi
variations in the scattering region, Eq.~18! becomes

APC~v!5
e4aeffzT

L
, ~20!
a
t
re

a
n
a
y

ua
an
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which is the point compensation.18 Point compensation will
either under- or overestimate the scatterer size depen
upon the relative importance of diffraction (wz term! and
attenuation~a term! due to the sign difference in the inte
grand of Eq.~18!.

In our derivation of Eqs.~17! and~18!, we assumed tha
the transmit and receive foci were at the same location
diagnostically relevant fields, however, the two foci oft
occur at different locations due to the smaller number of f
used on transmit. When the two foci are at different loc
tions, Eq.~11! becomes
Wsource~ k̃,rW8!>~Goe2~~x8/wx!21~y8/wy!21~z8/wz!2
!~Go– transe

2~~x8/wx– trans!
21~y8/wy– trans!

21~z82ztrans!/wz– trans!
2
!ei2k̃~zT2z8!.

~21!
e is

ar
then

er
As a result, Eqs.~17! and ~18! become

E@ uVre f l~v!u2#5
2Go– trans

2 Go
2uk̃u6uH~v!u4uVinc~v!u2

~4p!4ST
2Acomp~v!

3S pwxwx– trnaswywy– trans

A~wx– trans
2 1wx

2!~wy– trans
2 1wy

2!
D

3Rgg~2kẑ! ~22!

and

Acomp~v!

5
e4aeffzT

~*2L/2
L/2 dszgwin~sz!e

22~sz
2/wz

2
1~sz2ztrans!

2/wz– trans
2

!14asz!
.

~23!

Hence, our analysis can be easily extended to diagnostic
relevant fields even though we restrict our attention
sources with a single transmit and receive focus in the
mainder of this paper.

B. Derivation of backscattered voltage from rigid
plane near focus

In this section, we derive the received voltage for sc
tering sound off of a rigid plane located near the focal pla
due to its popularity as a method for obtaining
reference.3,4,6,8 We can solve for the received voltage b
treating the reflected field at the rigid plane as a virt
source. Hence, the reflected field at the aperture of the tr
ducer is given by

pplane~rWd ,v!522ivroE E
Sf

drW fuz~rW f !
eikor d

4pr d
e2 iko~rWd /r d!rW f ,

~24!

where
lly
o
-

t-
e

l
s-

uz~rW f !5
22ikoKuV~v!Vinc~v!H~v!

4p E E
ST

drWTGT~rWT ,v!

3
eikor T2 ikorW f•~rWT /r T!

r T
. ~25!

As a result, the received voltage detected by the sourc
given by

Vplane~v!5
24ko

2Vinc~v!H2~v!

ST~4p!2 E E
Sf

drW f

3S E E
ST

drWdGT~rWd ,v!
eikor d2 ikorW f rWd /r d

r d D 2

.

~26!

Likewise, if we again assume the velocity potential field ne
the focus has a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution,
Eq. ~26! becomes

Vplane~v!5
24ko

2Vinc~v!H2~v!

ST~4p!2 ei2ko~zT2zf !e22~zf /wz!2

3E E
Sf

drW f~Goe2~xf /wx!22~yf /wy!2
!2

5
22pwxwyko

2Go
2Vinc~v!H2~v!

ST~4p!2

3ei2ko~zT2zf !e22~zf /wz!2
. ~27!

Based on Eq.~27!, the expected normalized backscatt
is then given by
583. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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E@ uVre f l~v!u2#

uVplane~v!u2 5
uk̃u6e4~zf /wz!2

4pwxwyko
4

Rgg~2kẑ!

Acomp~v!

}ko
4e4~zf /wz!2 Rgg~2kẑ!

Acomp~v!
, ~28!

where theko
4 dependence results from bothwx andwy being

proportional tol. Equation~28! can then be solved to yield
the scatterer size, given that the form ofRgg is known, using
standard techniques that minimize the squared error in
log domain assuming that both the sound speed and th
tenuation of the medium are known.4 Notice that focusing

along the beam axis introduces the error term e4zf
2/wz

2
when-

ever the plane is not placed exactly at the focus. Howe
the experimental error in positioning the plane also sca
with wz , so there is no calibration advantage in using lar
f-number transducers.

III. VALIDATION OF GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION

The theoretical derivations in the previous section w
simplified by assuming that the velocity potential field for
focused source could be accurately approximated by a th
an
ua
n
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dimensional Gaussian in the focal region. However, the
lidity of this approximation needs to be addressed before
derived generalized attenuation-compensation function
be applied. In this section of the paper, the Gaussian appr
mation is compared to a complete velocity potential fie
~i.e., complete field! as computed from an established code19

The complete field was calculated for spherically focus
transducers withf-numbers of 1, 2, and 4 and diameters of
2.5, and 1.25 cm, respectively, at frequencies from 2 to
MHz in steps of 1 MHz. For each source at each frequen
the field was calculated on a rectangular grid correspond
to a single slice through the cylindrically symmetric fie
extending from 4 to 6 cm from the aperture plane of t
source along the beam axis~theoretical focal length for all
sources was 5 cm! and radially 2 cm off of the beam axi
using a grid spacing of 10mm. The medium in which the
field was calculated was lossless and had a sound spee
1540 m/s.

After calculating the complete field for each source
each frequency, the Gaussian approximation was comp
to the complete field by calculating the percent difference
given by
n was

tive-
the
o

%Di f f erence5100•

*2L/2
L/2 *0

r max~~f real~l!/max
V8

~f real~lo!!!22e22~~r r8/wx~l!!21~z8/wz~l!!2!!2r r8 drr8 dz8

*2L/2
L/2 *0

r max~f real~l!/max
V8

~f real~lo!!!4r r8 drr8 dz8
, ~29!

where the limits of integration were set by using a window length ofL513 mm andr max512.5•0.51l( f #) for each source and
frequency. Also,lo was the wavelength corresponding to 8 MHz, and the ‘‘focus’’ at which the Gaussian approximatio
centered~i.e., x85y85z850) was defined to be location at whichf real(lo) was maximum for each source. Notice thatr max

is 12.5 times the23 dB radius of the beam intensity in the focal plane20 for each frequency. The values ofwx ~same aswy for
cylindrically symmetric sources! andwz used in Eq.~29! for the Gaussian approximation were given by

wx5wy50.87l f #, ~30!

wz56.01l~ f #!2.

Equations~30! result from matching the23 dB transmit beamwidth as given by Kino20 ~i.e., 1.02l f # and 7.08l f #2) to the
corresponding Gaussian beamwidth as was done forwx,y by Barber.21

The double integral in Eq.~29! was evaluated using the double integration function in MATLAB based on the adap
recursive Newton-Cotes eight-panel rule wheref real values away from the grid points were linearly extrapolated from
closest grid values. In addition to calculating the percent differences according to Eq.~29!, the percent differences were als
calculated from

%Di f f erence5100•

*2L/2
L/2 ~~f real~l!/max

V8

~f real~lo!!!22e22~z8/wz~l!!2
!2 dz8

*2L/2
L/2 ~f real~l!/max

V8

~f real~lo!!!4 dz8
, ~31!
The

m-
ss-
also using anL of 13 mm due to the importance of Gaussi
approximation of the field along the beam axis in the eq
tion for the generalized attenuation-compensation functio

The percent differences from Eqs.~29! and ~31! for all
-
.

three sources at each frequency are given in Fig. 2.
percent differences calculated over the entire field@i.e., from
Eq. ~29!# are always less than 18.75%, indicating that assu
ing the velocity potential field is a three-dimensional Gau
w and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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ian distribution is a reasonable approximation. However,
fore concluding, the differences between the real a
Gaussian fields were explored in greater detail. The per
differences calculated from Eqs.~29! and~31! both exhibit a
large increase after a frequency of 8 MHz for thef /4 trans-
ducer. However, the percent differences from both equat
for the f /1 transducer are relatively constant with frequen
with the results from Eq.~29! plateauing at;18%. Likewise,
the percent differences for thef /2 transducer as given by Eq
~29! also seem to approach a plateau of;18% while the

FIG. 2. The percent differences between the complete field and the Gau
approximation for spherically focused transducers withf-numbers of 1, 2,
and 4 for frequencies from 2 to 14 MHz calculated using~a! Eq. ~29! and~b!
Eq. ~31!.
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percent differences from Eq.~31! are relatively constant with
frequency. Hence, the percent differences for thef /4 trans-
ducer are probably related to errors in the approximat
along the beam axis,z axis, whereas the differences for th
f /1 and f /2 transducers are probably more related to ot
errors in the approximation~i.e., possibly side lobes!.

In order to investigate the errors in the approximation
greater detail, the normalized complete field intensity@i.e.,
(f real(l)/max

V8
(freal(lo)))

2] and the accompanying Gaussia

approximation were plotted for the beam axis~i.e., z axis!
and the beamwidth axis~i.e., r r axis! for each of the trans-
ducers for frequencies of 4, 8, and 12 MHz as shown in F
3, 4, and 5. For all three transducers and all three frequ
cies, the Gaussian approximation is in good agreement w
the complete field intensity along the beamwidth axis w
only a slight discrepancy in the peak value for thef /4 trans-
ducer at 4 and 12 MHz. Likewise, the agreement is go
along the beam axis for thef /2 and f /1 transducers for all
three frequencies as well as for thef /4 transducer at 8 MHz.
However, the Gaussian approximation differs significan
from the complete field for thef /4 transducer at frequencie
of 4 and 12 MHz. The discrepancy for thef /4 transducer is
due to the location of the maximum field intensity~i.e., fo-
cus! changing with transmitted frequency whereas the ba
Gaussian approximation assumes that the location is in
pendent of frequency. The effects of the shift of the focus
more pronounced at the higher frequency@i.e., Fig. 5~c!# due
to the smaller depth of focus. In addition, the shift of t
focus is also responsible for the change in the maxim
value of field intensity~i.e., Go

2) with frequency because
matching the peak intensities for the real and Gaussian
proximation results in an idealGo given by

ian
n

.

FIG. 3. Plots showing the normalized
complete field intensity with the ac-
companying Gaussian approximatio
for the z axis at frequencies of~a! 4
MHz, ~b! 8 MHz, and~c! 12 MHz as
well as ther r axis at frequencies of~d!
4 MHz, ~e! 8 MHz, and~f! 12 MHz for
an f /1 spherically focused transducer
585. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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FIG. 4. Plots showing the normalized
complete field intensity with the ac-
companying Gaussian approximatio
for the z axis at frequencies of~a! 4
MHz, ~b! 8 MHz, and~c! 12 MHz as
well as ther r axis at frequencies of~d!
4 MHz, ~e! 8 MHz, and~f! 12 MHz for
an f /2 spherically focused transducer
cy
e

rly
the
Go5
a2

2F
. ~32!

Having identified the shifts of the focus with frequen
for the weakly focused source, the next step is to determin
586 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelo
if

the Gaussian approximation could be improved by prope
accounting for the shift. Because the shift is always along
beam axis, the integral alongdsz in Eq. ~15! could be modi-
fied to yield
n

.

FIG. 5. Plots showing the normalized
complete field intensity with the ac-
companying Gaussian approximatio
for the z axis at frequencies of~a! 4
MHz, ~b! 8 MHz, and~c! 12 MHz as
well as ther r axis at frequencies of~d!
4 MHz, ~e! 8 MHz, and~f! 12 MHz for
an f /4 spherically focused transducer
w and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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FIG. 6. Images showing~a! the calcu-
lated field intensities in dB and~b! the
difference term from the integrand in
Eq. ~29! also in dB for the realf /1
source at a frequency of 8 MHz ove
the integration region.
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ine
E
2L/2

L/2

dsz~gwin~sz!e
24~sz2zo~ f !!2/wz

2
e4asz!

5E
2L/2

L/2

dsz~gwin~sz!e
24sz

2/wz
2
18szzo~ f !/wz

2
24zo

2
~ f !/wz

2
e4asz!

5e24zo
2
~ f !/wz

2E
2L/2

L/2

dsz~gwin~sz!e
24sz

2/wz
2

3e~4a18zo~ f !/wz
2
!sz!, ~33!

wherezo is the shift of the focus at a particular frequenc
However, the shift of the focus is typically much small
thanwz . Hence, the terms involvingzo can be ignored, re-
sulting in the same generalized attenuation-compensa
function given in Eq.~18!. Therefore, the Gaussian approx
mation could be improved for weakly focused sources p
vided the equivalent Gaussian depth of focus is found by
independent fit to a Gaussian distribution for every f
quency of interest while allowing the peak of the Gaussian
occur at different spatial locations for each frequency.

Now that the percent differences for the weakly focus
f /4 source have been analyzed, the percent differen
for the f /1 and f /2 sources can be explored in greater det
The calculated field intensities in dB @i.e.,
10• log10((f real(l)/max

V8
(freal(lo)))

2)] for the real f /1 source

at a frequency of 8 MHz is shown with the difference te
from the integrand in Eq.~29! @i.e., 10• log10(u(f real(l)/
max

V8
(freal(lo)))

22e22((rr8/wx(l))21(z8/wz(l))2))u)] also in dB over

the integration region in Fig. 6. Likewise, the calculated fie
intensities and difference term for thef /2 source at frequency
of 4 MHz are shown in Fig. 7. Notice that the largest diffe
ences between the complete fields and Gaussian approx
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelow and W
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tions in Fig. 6@i.e., ~b! image# result from the ‘‘V’’ shaped
side lobe structure before and after the focal plane. W
very little of this side lobe structure is included in the int
gration region~Fig. 7!, the corresponding percent differenc
in Fig. 2~a! is 3.3%. However, when all of the ‘‘V’’ is in-
cluded in the integration region~Fig. 6!, the corresponding
percent difference in Fig. 2~a! is close to 18%. Hence, th
side lobe structure reduces the accuracy of the Gaussian
proximation for focused sources up to a percent difference
;18%. One way to improve the agreement between
complete fields and Gaussian approximation for focu
sources is to use smaller window lengths to gate the t
domain signal so that not all of the ‘‘V’’ shaped side lob
structure would influence the backscattered power spectr

Before concluding, we need to take another look at
equivalent Gaussian dimensions given in Eq.~30!. Although
Barber showed thatwx,y in Eq. ~30! is a good approximation
to the real beamwidth for the ideal transducer,21 the expres-
sion for wz has not been validated. Hence, we tested
equation forwz by fitting a Gaussian distribution to the ca
culated complete field intensities along the beam axis for
f /1, f /2, and f /4 sources at each frequency independen
~i.e., location of focus along beam axis was allowed
change for the different frequencies!. The Gaussian fit was
done for a window length of 13 mm about the location
maximum field intensity as measured at a frequency o
MHz for all of the frequencies from 2 to 14 MHz except fo
the f /4 source where the Gaussian fit was only done from
to 14 MHz due to the real focus shifting outside of the
mm window. The difference for thewz from the fit and the
wz from Eq. ~30! was always less than 11.5% for thef /1,
6.5% for thef /2, and 21.1% for thef /4. Also, thewz values
from the Gaussian fit at each frequency could be fit by l
587. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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FIG. 7. Images showing~a! the calcu-
lated field intensities in dB and~b! the
difference term from the integrand in
Eq. ~29! also in dB for the realf /2
source at a frequency of 4 MHz ove
the integration region.
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for each transducer, yielding a wavelength dependenc
5.43l115.5mm for the f /1 @Eq. ~30! predicts 6.01l#,
23.1l237.2mm for the f /2 @Eq. ~30! predicts 24.0l#, and
84.1l2503mm for the f /4 @Eq. ~30! predicts 96.2l#. Hence,
the equivalent Gaussian dimensions in Eq.~30! are reason-
able first-order approximations for the real ideal focus
source.

IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

In Sec. II of this paper, we re-derived the backscatte
voltage from a region of homogeneous scatterers and fro
rigid plane placed near the focus. Based on these equat
we were able to conclude that focusing along the beam
can be corrected by using a generalized attenuat
compensation function. We also concluded that for focu
sources, O’Donnell–Miller compensation should result in
overestimate of the scatterer size, and point compensa
may either over- or underestimate the scatterer size dep
ing on the degree of focusing and amount of attenuat
However, the overall estimation performance has not b
quantified. Therefore, a series of simulations was perform
to quantify the performance of the different attenuatio
compensation functions similar to the study done by Oe
and O’Brien.18 In their work, they introduced a new
attenuation-compensation function given by

AOO~v!5
e4aeffzTe24aL/2

L S 2aL

12e22aLD 2

, ~34!

which they found underestimated the scatterer size for
unfocused source. Therefore, their attenuation-compensa
function was also considered in our analysis.AOO cannot be
derived from Eq.~18! because our derivation dealt with th
588 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 116, No. 1, July 2004 T. A. Bigelo
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E@ uVre f l(v)u2# whereas AOO was originally derived for
(E@ uVre f l(v)u#)2.

In the simulations, the sources were spherically focu
transducers with their apertures placed in contact with
attenuating infinite half-space~infinite region bounded by ap
erture plane of source! containing scatterers. The transduce
were excited by an impulse spike, and the dimensionl
filtering characteristics for the ultrasound source,H( f ),
from Eq. ~8! were given by

H~ f !5
f •exp~2~~ f 28 MHz!/6 MHz!2!

max
; f

~ f •exp~2~~ f 28 MHz!/6 MHZ!2!!
,

~35!

which was comparable to a single element transducer in
lab. A Rayleigh distribution was selected over a Gauss
distribution so that nothing would be transmitted at zero f
quency similar to the filtering characteristics of a real sour
Also, the sources had a focal length of 5 cm andf-numbers
of 1, 2, and 4. The velocity potential field at the focus in t
simulations followed a three-dimensional Gaussian distri
tion ~i.e., only approximation of field for focused sourc!
with Go , wx , wy , and wz given by Eqs.~32! and ~30!,
respectively.

The backscattered voltage for the simulations was g
erated by solving Eq.~9! analytically for a single Gaussia
scatterer at an arbitrary location in the Gaussian field of
focal region. The backscatter for many scatterers in the h
space was then obtained by adding together the backsc
from many different randomly distributed scatterers. In t
simulations, the scatterers were positioned according t
uniform probability distribution throughout the focal regio
w and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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at a density of 35/mm3 and each had an effective radius,aeff ,
of 25 mm.

A density of 35/mm3, given that the approximate lengt
of the transmitted pulse was 0.286 mm, translates to 4.8,
and 0.3 scatterers per resolution cell in the B-mode image
the f /4, f /2, andf /1, respectively. Hence, the speckle wou
not be fully developed in a B-mode image from thef /1 and
f /2 transducers. This is of little concern because we are
analyzing the speckle, but rather the frequency spectrum
the backscattered signal. As a result, we do not need f
developed speckle to perform our analysis. To verify t
assertion, we varied the number density of the scatte
from 35/mm3 to 3500/mm3 for the f /1 transducer. The accu
racy of the scatterer size estimates was the same for all o
number densities~;1%!. The precision of the estimates wa
improved for larger number densities~from ;26% to
;15%!, but the amount of improvement did not warrant
increase in the number density for the simulations.

The sound speed for the half-space was 1532 m/s, w
is the sound speed for liver~characteristic of tissue!. The
attenuation was uniform throughout the half-space for e
simulation and was varied from 0.05 to 1 dB/cm/MHz f
different simulations. The reflection off of the rigid plane
the focus in a water bath was also simulated according to
~27! using a constant sound speed of 1540 m/s and se
zf50. The code used a sampling rate of 53 MHz wh
‘‘digitizing’’ the signal significantly oversampling the wave

FIG. 8. The % error versus rectangular window length when compare
known aeff at a50.5 dB/cm/MHz for simulated fields from~a! f /1, ~b! f /2,
and ~c! f /4 transducers for each of the attenuation-compensation funct
(Acomp, APC , AOM , andAOO).
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form, and no electronic noise was added to the simula
waveforms.

For each value of attenuation, the backscattered volt
~i.e., rf echo! from 1000 independent random scatter dist
butions was generated. The waveforms were then separ
into 40 independent sets with 25 waveforms per set and w
dowed in the time domain using a rectangular gating fu
tion centered at the focus. The width of the rectangular w
dow was varied from 1 to 13 mm in steps of 1 mm wi
corresponding time gates found fromTwin52L/c. Then,
E@ uVre f l(v)u2# was calculated by averaging the magnitu
squared of the frequency spectrum of the 25 signals. Eq
tion ~28! was then solved by minimizing the squared err
using standard techniques4 in the log domain yielding 40
independent estimates of the effective scatterer radius,aeffj

.
In all cases, the bandwidth selected for the minimization w
the set of frequencies for which

ko
4e24azTuVplane~v!u2

max
;v

~ko
4e24azTuVplane~v!u2!

.0.05. ~36!

The results for an attenuation of 0.5 dB/cm/MHz for a
three transducers~i.e., f /1, f /2, and f /4) and all window
lengths are shown in Figs. 8, 9, and 10. In Fig. 8, the perc
error in the scatterer size is compared to the known size
the three transducers for each of the different attenuat

to

ns

FIG. 9. The % difference betweenaeff found using the traditional
attenuation-compensation functions (APC , AOM , andAOO) when compared
to aeff found usingAcomp in Eq. ~26! versus rectangular window length a
a50.5 dB/cm/MHz for simulated fields from~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4
transducers.
589. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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compensation functions. The upper and lower error b
were found from

supper5
100

aeffuTheory
A(;aeffj

.āeff
~aeffj

2āeff!
2

(;aeffj
.āeff

j
,

~37!

s lower5
100

aeffuTheory
A(;aeffj

,āeff
~aeffj

2āeff!
2

(;aeffj
,āeff

.

The accuracy of all estimates drops off significantly
smaller window lengths for all of the attenuatio
compensation functions as a result of the convolution in
frequency domain associated with the windowing. In Fig.
the percent difference between the scatterer size given by
generalized attenuation-compensation function,Acomp, and
the scatter size from the other attenuation-compensa
functions are compared for the three transducers. It is c
that the error bars are reduced when the difference betw
the attenuation-compensation functions are found~Fig. 9! as
compared to plotting the straight error values~Fig. 8!.
Hence, the differences between the different attenuat
compensation functions should be relatively constant
tween different scatterer distributions even though the ab
lute errors vary. Figure 10 shows the percent differen
again but here the window length has been normalized w

FIG. 10. The % difference betweenaeff found using the traditional
attenuation-compensation functions (APC , AOM , andAOO) when compared
to aeff found usingAcomp in Eq. ~26! versus window length normalized to
the depth of focus~i.e., 7.08lof #2) at a50.5 dB/cm/MHz for simulated
fields from ~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4 transducers.
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respect to the calculated depth of field for the transducer~i.e.,
7.08lof #2)20 wherelo was the wavelength of the domina
frequency from the reference spectrum~i.e., Vplane).

The errors~Fig. 8! and differences~Fig. 9! in AOM ,
AOO , andAPC are larger for the smallerf-number transduc-
ers ~i.e., f /1 and f /2) and increase for longer window
lengths. This makes sense because the importance of dif
tion along the beam axis increases with increasing wind
length. Likewise, all four attenuation-compensation fun
tions converge to the same result for decreasing wind
lengths. Oelze and O’Brien18 also observed this when dif
fraction along the beam axis was neglected. Furtherm
Acomp yields excellent results regardless of window length
f-number and even provides improved estimates for the s
ter size for long window lengths when the beam is relativ
unfocused~i.e., f /4). Also, when the results for thef /1 and
the f /2 transducers are compared, we see that the err
differences plateau with increasing window length, so t
the differences are greater for thef /1 transducer for smalle
window lengths and then are approximately the same
large window lengths.

The plateau can be better illustrated by the results for
normalized window lengths~Fig. 10!. The plateau is reache
once the window length is several times the calculated de
of field ~i.e., 7.08lof #2), hence, the contributing scatters a
being limited by the focusing of the field and not by th
windowing. Also, when comparing the differences betwe
the f /1 and thef /2 transducers at the same normalized w
dow length, thef /2 transducer has a larger difference f
both theAOM andAOO estimates, and theAPC estimate val-
ues converge to the same difference of 37.6% for normali
window lengths greater than approximately 2.5. Likewis
when comparing the differences between thef /2 and f /4
transducers at the same normalized window length, thef /4
transducer has a larger difference for theAOM estimate. Also,
for the f /4 transducer, the concavity of theAPC estimate
changed direction at a normalized window length of 0.6
Hence,APC may overestimate the scatterer size for lar
enough window lengths. Therefore, the error in usingAOM is
greater for transducers with largerf-number when comparing
across the same normalized window length, and the erro
APC appears to plateau at sufficiently large normalized w
dow length at approximately 37.6%. However, the perf
mance of the attenuation-compensation functions canno
generalized for small normalized window lengths for the d
ferent focused transducers.

The improvement in the estimates using the new gen
alized attenuation-compensation function can be illustra
further by considering the error ināeff for different values of
attenuation at set rectangular window lengths of 6 and
mm ~Figs. 11 and 12, respectively!. Notice that for thef /1
and f /2 transducers,AOM , AOO , andAPC consistently over-
estimate the scatterer size on the order of 20% to 100% w
Acomp gives almost exactly the right answer with errors typ
cally less than 2%, with the largest error being 7.2%. Ho
ever, for thef /4 transducer, althoughAOM consistently over-
estimates the scatterer size, bothAOO andAPC overestimate
the scatterer size for small values of attenuation and t
underestimate the scatterer size as the attenuation is
w and W. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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creased. This is in agreement with Oelze and O’Brien18 who
also observed thatAOM should overestimate the scatterer s
and bothAOO and APC should underestimate the scatter
size for long window lengths when diffraction along th
beam axis can be neglected. The results forAPC also agree
with our predictions thatAPC will under/overestimate the
scatterer size based on the relative importance ofa andwz .
Once again,Acomp gives consistently good results for a
attenuation values for thef /4 transducer with errors less tha
5%. Hence, including diffraction along the beam axis w
the generalized attenuation-compensation function impro
the accuracy of the scatterer size estimate and allows
more strongly focused sources~i.e., f /1 and f /2) to be used
in the data acquisition.

Although the accuracy of the scatterer size estimate is
important measure of the performance of the estimator,
precision of the estimate is also of great importance w
performing tissue characterization. Figure 13 shows the
viations in the scatterer size calculated from Eq.~35! for
each of the attenuation-compensation functions at a wind
length of 6 mm for all three of the transducers. Results
other window lengths are typically comparable to within
few percent. Notice that there is a slight degradation in
precision of the algorithms with increasing attenuation~i.e.,
change on the order of 8% from 0.05 to 1 dB/cm/MHz! and
with decreasingf-number~i.e., change on the order of 8%

FIG. 11. The % error ināeff when compared to known value ofaeff for L
56 mm for simulated fields from~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4 transducers for
each of the attenuation-compensation functions (Acomp, APC , AOM , and
AOO).
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from f /1 to f /4). These losses in precision may be a result
having fewer scatterers contributing to the backscattered
nal as well as having thekaeff values shift out of the optima
range7 of kaeff50.5→1.2 due to the increased attenuatio
~i.e., from kaeff50.67→1.6 to kaeff50.26→0.96). Also, al-
though the precision of the different attenuatio
compensation functions are comparable,Acomp is slightly
less precise than the other algorithms for thef /1 and f /2
transducers~i.e., change on the order of 1% to 7%!. This loss
in precision, however, is insignificant compared to the sim
taneous gain in accuracy.

V. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we considered the effects of focusing
estimating the size of scatterers in random media. Our de
opment did not address estimating acoustic concentration
though the derived equations would still be applicable. In o
analysis, we assumed that the velocity potential field near
focus can be modeled as a three-dimensional Gaussian b
the scatterers are a sufficient distance from the source,
the field is approximately constant across the scatterer.
derivations demonstrated that correcting for focusing alo
the beam axis when obtaining estimates of scatterer size
quires a generalized attenuation-compensation function
includes attenuation, windowing, and diffraction. Furthe
more, our results provided insight into the applicability a

FIG. 12. The % error ināeff compared to known value ofaeff for L
513 mm for simulated fields from~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4 transducers
for each of the attenuation-compensation functions (Acomp, APC , AOM ,
andAOO).
591. D. O’Brien, Jr.: Scatterer size with focused sources: Theory
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robustness of previous attenuation-compensation function
light of diffraction along the beam axis. Our theoretical wo
was also extended to diagnostically relevant fields where
transmit and receive foci are not necessarily at the sa
depths.

Also, an analysis ofAcomp in Eq. ~18! can also provide
insight into the reference phantom methods proposed13 that
could also potentially correct for focusing. Using a referen
phantom would be equivalent to applying Eq.~18! provided
that the attenuation of the reference phantom was the sam
the attenuation of the tissue. When the two values of atte
ation are different, the value of the integrand@i.e.,
gwin(sz)exp(24(sz

2/wz
2))exp(4asz)] would be different be-

cause the value ofa would not be the same. The significan
of this difference may be minor, but should be investiga
before the reference phantom technique is generally
cepted.

The Gaussian approximation of the velocity potent
field in the focal region was also validated by comparing
approximation to complete calculated fields for a focus
source. The approximation was found to be sufficiently
curate for all of the frequencies and degrees of focus
tested. In addition, the validity of the approximation was t
same regardless of the degree of focusing~i.e., compare re-
sults for f /1 and f /2). Hence, our theoretical analysis shou
be valid for all of the sources encountered in clinical pra

FIG. 13. The % deviations in theaeff for a window length of 6 mm for each
of the attenuation-compensation functions (Acomp, APC , AOM , andAOO)
for simulated fields from~a! f /1, ~b! f /2, and~c! f /4 transducers. The uppe
curves in each plot are the values ofsupper and the lower curves in each plo
ares lower .
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tice. However, the Gaussian approximation would be i
proved if the ultrasound system were engineered to red
the side lobe structure observed for the ideal focused sour

In our simulation analysis, we demonstrated that inclu
ing the effects of diffraction along the beam axis improv
the accuracy of the scatterer size estimator even for a we
focusedf /4 transducer when the pressure fields at the fo
had a three-dimensional Gaussian distribution. The impro
ment in accuracy for the more strongly focusedf /1 and f /2
transducers was on the order of 20% to 100% depending
the length of the window and the amount of attenuation wi
out a significant loss in precision. Hence, using the gene
ized attenuation-compensation function allows for the use
focused sources when estimating scatterer properties
otherwise would not give usable results. Therefore, the n
generalized attenuation-compensation function gives ex
sive improvement over the traditional methods.
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